
Outputs 
&

Special Configurations



If outputs are enabled then the blue “Email Outputs” 
button will be visible. 



Step 1:
Build your door like normal.

Step 2:
There will be a request drawing column on the line items bar, and a 
checkbox will appear for each line item. To select an item for outputs, 

click on the checkbox, and it will show as marked for outputs. 

You may pick one item or as many items that are on the quote as you 
need.



Step 3:
Once the items are selected, click the blue “Email Outputs”  
button, and a pop-up window will appear. Enter any email  
address(es) to which you want the drawings emailed, and then press 
OK. It will also tell you which lines you selected to get outputs for. 
 
Typically, the drawings should be delivered in less than 20 minutes. 
However, the amount of time will vary by model number, configuration 

 and how many things are already in queue to be processed.



SPC’s - Special Configurations:
Some of what can be entered in Mystro cannot be done automati-
cally by the 3D configurator and will need to be manually touched by 
our SPC team.  These doors will show an SPC note in the line details 

stating the door will need to be touched and why it’s on hold. 

You still request the outputs like normal, but getting them will take 
longer than usual because they need to be manually touched. Also, 
it isn’t easy to put time on it because it depends on the load of SPC’s 

that need to be done at the time of the request.



Default Email Address:
An incorrectly entered email address will not generate an error 
that posts an alert that outputs could not be sent (no bounce back  
handling). Usually, the outputs for a given account are going to one 
individual. The default email address can be entered under “Account 
Information – My Profile”. Then, when outputs are requested, the 
email address from the profile will automatically populate the email 

field so that it doesn’t have to be entered each time manually. 




